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3. Key policies & assessment of effectiveness
 Tentative conclusions
Note: Sources and references given at end of presentation
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Source: Barney’s blog 
(http://barneystringer.wordpress.com/2013/11/21/londons-green-belt)























































Source: Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
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 Land Price Index House Price Index
Note: House and Land data for war years are interpolated.
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Year and Quarter
Real price index condos Real price index single-family
Real price index office space
Source: Swiss National Bank; own calculations C. Hilber
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(inelastic supply & volatile 
demand)
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 2nd home initiative: See Hilber and Schöni (2014, work in progress) and sources 
mentioned therein. [not yet available]
Page 24
 Vacancy rate stats: City of Zürich:  Stadt Zürich Statistics ‘Leerwohnungs und 
Leerflächenzählung 2011’. Switzerland: Hauseigentümerverband (landlord 
society) http://www.hev‐schweiz.ch/vermieten‐verwalten/leerwohnungsziffer/
 Evidence: Hilber and Schöni (2014, work in progress)
Page  25
 Map: Hilber and Schöni (2014, work in progress)
Pages 28/29
 Raw house price data from http://www.fhfa.gov/; own calculations; CPI data: 
source: Bureau of Labor Statistics; data derived from FRED Economic Data St. 
Louis Fed http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/
Page 30
 Homeownership rates from US Census (Current Population Survey & Housing 
Vacancies Survey) http://www.census.gov/housing/hvs/
Page 31/32
 See Hilber and Turner (2014) and sources mentioned therein.
Sources
